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Draw shapes, diagrams and flowcharts on the web and make any task easy with ConceptDraw
WebWave software! Generate diagrams and flowcharts on the web by using the Web Wizard. Create
a multi-page or single-page site map for web site, online application or web project. ConceptDraw
WebWave is a complete integrated application that allows users to draw diagrams and flowcharts by
using special concepts included in the software. You can create any sort of complex diagrams and
flowcharts, such as hierarchical and network diagrams, multi-page and single-page site maps,
project planning diagrams, data modeling diagrams, process flowcharts, family trees, process
diagrams, and many other types of diagrams. The Web Wizard allows you to create diagrams and
flowcharts directly on the web. The multi-page site maps allow you to generate all pages of a web
site, including main page, navigation and footer pages. For each individual diagram type you can get
a set of ready-made graphics, shapes, templates and wizards to make your work easy. The software
supports the widest range of drawing features. You can view, edit and work with objects in context.
You can search and filter objects, adjust object properties, select objects and erase unwanted
objects. The software offers high-end features like the Polyline object, dimensions, layers, objects
cloning, multi-page diagrams and so on. You can generate diagrams in PDF format. In addition, the
Web Wizard supports the IFRAME and HTML templates. Some sophisticated features of
ConceptDraw WebWave include: * High-end features like the Polyline object, dimensions, layers,
objects cloning, and so on. * Support for some 2D vector formats, including PDF format. * Support
for HTML templates. * Support for IFRAME, iframe, html templates. * Multi-page site maps. * Multi-
page diagram. * Automatic PDF generation. * Automatic multi-page diagram generation. * Database
and file management features. * Full web-site mock-up. * Interactive site map. * Web site diagram
templates. * ConceptDrawWebWave Key Features: * A comprehensive, easy-to-learn tool for creating
diagrams and flowcharts. * Multi-page site maps. * An interactive Web site design tool. * Supports
several 2D vector formats. * 3D shapes, templates, and wizards for working
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KEYMACRO is a macro editor for Microsoft Windows. This is a very useful program for... ABC Web
to Video Converter is a professional program for converting web pages into videos which can be
played on your web page, TV, iPhone, iPad, iPod and other portable media devices. The program
allows you to create conversion presets, which can be easily and quickly applied to any web page.
Features: Web to Video Converter, Convert web page to video, Convert web page to video, Convert...
ABC File to Video Converter is a professional program for converting web pages into videos which
can be played on your web page, TV, iPhone, iPad, iPod and other portable media devices. The
program allows you to create conversion presets, which can be easily and quickly applied to any web
page. Features: Web to Video Converter, Convert web page to video, Convert web page to video,...
ABC Mac to Video Converter is a professional program for converting web pages into videos which
can be played on your web page, TV, iPhone, iPad, iPod and other portable media devices. The
program allows you to create conversion presets, which can be easily and quickly applied to any web
page. Features: Web to Video Converter, Convert web page to video, Convert web page to... ABC
Music Converter is a professional program for converting web pages into music videos which can be



played on your web page, TV, iPhone, iPad, iPod and other portable media devices. The program
allows you to create conversion presets, which can be easily and quickly applied to any web page.
Features: Web to Video Converter, Convert web page to video, Convert web page to... ABC
Slideshow Maker is a professional program for converting web pages into slideshow videos which
can be played on your web page, TV, iPhone, iPad, iPod and other portable media devices. The
program allows you to create conversion presets, which can be easily and quickly applied to any web
page. Features: Web to Video Converter, Convert web page to video, Convert web page to... ABC
Windows to Video Converter is a professional program for converting web pages into videos which
can be played on your web page, TV, iPhone, iPad, iPod and other portable media devices. The
program allows you to create conversion presets, which can be easily and quickly applied to any web
page. Features: Web to Video Converter, Convert web page to video, Convert web page to... ABC
XHTML to Video Converter is a 2edc1e01e8
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ConceptDraw WebWave is a Macromedia Flash-based application and the most powerful, popular,
and affordable solution for page and diagramming. ConceptDraw WebWave is a tool that makes a
professional designer’s work easy and enjoyable. It provides many great functions and thousands of
ready-made graphics and shapes. WebWave can be used as a stand-alone application or as a tool
within the Adobe Flash application. ConceptDraw WebWave Features: --Everything in WebWave can
be created by drawing freehand on the stage, or you can use a variety of templates, wizards, and
ready-made graphics and shapes. --You can either draw freehand or use templates, wizards, and
graphics and shapes, and WebWave is designed to make your work simple, fast, and enjoyable. --You
can save and open your drawings in native files with the ability to view them in ConceptDraw
WebWave. --ConceptDraw WebWave saves you time and money and reduces errors. --You can create
WebWave diagrams at a speed impossible with paper and pencil. --You can export your drawings
directly to ConceptDraw Solution Architect or other programs. --ConceptDraw WebWave has
numerous wizards, templates, and graphic shapes. Working with WebWave is easy and fun. When
you begin drawing, your drawings are automatically saved to native files, so there is no need to
worry about saving and closing files. There are three main ways to use WebWave: Freehand, the
Wizard and the Template. -- The Freehand function lets you draw freehand on the stage. You can be
as fast as you wish. -- Using the Wizard, you can draw without a mouse by choosing an object from
the list, which is automatically created. -- Using the Template function, you can choose an object
from the list and the application automatically creates a new diagram for you. WebWave allows you
to save a project to native files and open files from ConceptDraw WebWave. You can save all of your
drawings to ConceptDraw WebWave and open them later. You can use your own native files to save
and export your drawings. When you export to a Flash file, all graphics are linked to ConceptDraw
WebWave, which is very convenient. ConceptDraw WebWave is a great solution for all levels of web
site and application prototyping and design. ConceptDraw WebWave - Easy to use: ConceptDraw
WebWave is a
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What's New In?

ConceptDraw WebWave offers a complete set of integrated tools for creating professional diagrams
and drawings in an easy and enjoyable manner. The application allows you to create different types
of diagrams and drawings on paper or on any screen. It supports a wide range of powerful features
like image import and export, cutting, drawing directly on images, cropping, rotation, mirroring,
scaling and transformation of images. The diagrams can be saved to local disk, sent via email, posted
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on a web site, or exported to PDF, PNG, XAML, SVG or EPS format. The exported images can be
easily inserted into all possible software applications. The product provides you with all the
necessary graphics, shapes, templates, wizards and sample graphics to create professional diagrams
in minutes. Features: • The product allows creation of wide range of professional diagrams including
web site/application mock-ups, business processes diagrams, enterprise architecture models and
others. • A rich set of ready-made graphics, shapes, templates, wizards and sample graphics
provides a wide variety of options for creating diagrams and drawings. • The diagrams created with
WebWave can be easily exported to different file formats. • The diagrams and drawings created with
ConceptDraw WebWave can be easily imported and exported to the following popular formats: PDF,
PNG, XAML, SVG and EPS. • The product features a convenient interface, a rich set of functions,
and a wide range of impressive features. • ConceptDraw WebWave provides a number of
configuration options to suit individual needs of users and can be easily customized and extended
through the new features. • The product provides a number of documentation templates and sample
graphics for different diagrams. ConceptDraw WebWave includes more than 4590 ready-made
graphics, shapes, templates and wizards for quickly creating professional diagrams and drawings.
The application runs both on PC and Macintosh and allows seamless files exchange and provides
obvious benefits to individual and corporate users. Description: ConceptDraw WebWave offers a
complete set of integrated tools for creating professional diagrams and drawings in an easy and
enjoyable manner. The application allows you to create different types of diagrams and drawings on
paper or on any screen. It supports a wide range of powerful features like image import and export,
cutting, drawing directly on images, cropping, rotation, mirroring, scaling and transformation of
images. The diagrams can be saved to local disk, sent via email, posted on a web site, or exported to
PDF, PNG, XAML, SVG or EPS format. The exported images can be easily inserted into all possible
software applications. The product provides you with all the necessary graphics, shapes, templates,
wizards and sample graphics to create professional diagrams in minutes. Features: • The product
allows creation of wide range of professional diagrams including web site/application mock-ups,
business processes diagrams, enterprise architecture models and others. • A rich set of



System Requirements For ConceptDraw WebWave:

Recommended: PC: Windows XP or higher. Windows Vista, 7 or 8.1. 2 GB RAM 1.7 GHz or higher
CPU 25 GB free HDD space ATI Radeon HD3400 or higher, Nvidia GeForce 9500 or higher, Intel
HD4000 or higher, any 2D game can be played on Full HD. Powerful GPU recommended: Mac: OS X
10.7 or higher 1 GB RAM 1 GHz or higher CPU 2 GB free
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